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February 2010February 2010

Further to numerous enquiries regarding the restoration work Isonoe performs on
Bozak CMA 10-2-DL-series and UREi 1620 mixer-preamplifiers, a PDF has been
compiled, illustrating a Bozak CMA 10-2-DLC built from the ground up with spare
parts. The mixer incorporates numerous upgrades and has the best measured
performance we have ever seen on any Bozak unit by far. Rather than just rely on
measurements, a listening shootout was held at our demo room between this mixer
and a Bozak DL rebuilt a few years back. The difference was not subtle; the new DLC
sounded tighter and more refined to all that were present, to the point where the
owner of the older mixer has now ordered his one to be upgraded to the same
specification. You can download the PDF here: Isonoe Bozak CMA PDF

(Special thanks to FormalWorldwide Studios for permitting us to show off their DLC)
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Autumn 2009Autumn 2009

Isonoe Isolation Feet Nominated as Finalists in 2009Isonoe Isolation Feet Nominated as Finalists in 2009
Awards and Awarded "Best Buy" Status by Hi-Fi ChoiceAwards and Awarded "Best Buy" Status by Hi-Fi Choice

Isonoe Isolation Feet have been nominated as finalists in Hi-Fi Choice's 2009 awards and are
reviewed in the November 2009 issue. The review concludes: "An efficient product that gives real
isolation and as such is suited to highly microphonic kit like turntables".

Upgraded LRPS Now Available in 1U formatUpgraded LRPS Now Available in 1U format

After many requests from clients, the Isonoe Linear-Regulated Power Supply (LRPS) is now available
in a 1U format. Its circuitry and filtering is the same as the previous version, but it is now wired with
Teflon-insulated / silver-plated wire and has a 115 / 230v selector as standard. Information on the
new LRPS can be seen here:

http://www.isonoe.com/custom-equipment.html

Mr Scruff goes Global  with Isonoe EQ.Mr Scruff goes Global  with Isonoe EQ.

Mr Scruff's Isonoe EQ has become a permanent part of his touring equipment arsenal, visiting all
parts of the globe. Mr Scruff can be seen using the EQ in this clip - it's the unit with the silver knobs at
the top of his rack (copyright Static TV):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoDSsCJT9uo&feature=related
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Theo Parrish buys LRPS.Theo Parrish buys LRPS.

Theo Parrish wanted an alternative to packing a selection of mixer power supplies for different
continents when touring, and contacted Isonoe to see if a low-ripple / low-noise power supply could
be made for his mixer that could change voltage at the turn of a switch. A custom version of our
famed Isonoe Linear-Regulated Power Supply was made and Theo has been touring with it ever since.

Visit Theo's website: http://www.myspace.com/soundsignature

David Mancuso Tests Isonoe Feet at The Loft  Party inDavid Mancuso Tests Isonoe Feet at The Loft  Party in
LondonLondon

Fitting upgrades to rare and expensive turntables that have been used for many years by legendary
NYC Loft Party host and musical selector David Mancuso is not something you undertake lightly. The
Lucky Cloud Sound System would not entertain modifying David's Koetsu arm / cartridge-equipped
SL110 turntables without his full approval, so an A/B test, comparing one turntable fitted with Isonoe
Feet against one without was arranged for David to conduct. When turntables were compared, not
only did everyone present witness feedback resistance on the converted turntable improve to the
point whereby it could be played far louder than the unconverted turntable, but David also remarked
that sound quality on the converted turntable had improved across the board. David requested that
both turntables be fitted with Isonoe Feet.

http://www.loftparty.org/

July 2009: Custom Page UpdateJuly 2009: Custom Page Update

The original data shown for the Bozak CMA 10-2-DLA with Isonoe LRPS was taken from a prototype
power supply we made. We have since taken measurements from production versions, fitted to a
variety of CMA 10-series models, and found that the noise figures are better than originally quoted.
The overall SN ratio of CMA 10-2-DL-series, from Phono preamp to Master output, improves from
67dB to 94dB (20hz to 20khz - A weighted). FFT plots show that the most audible mains harmonics at
100hz and above drop by as much as 60dB when an Isonoe LRPS is installed. Many examples of DL-
series have now been fitted with the LRPS, with the improvement being the same on each example,
whether DL or DLA-type.

CUSTOM PAGE

Ministry of Sound Upgrade all  Rooms to Mk2 Silicone FeetMinistry of Sound Upgrade all  Rooms to Mk2 Silicone Feet

Having been one of the first clubs to install Isonoe Isolation Feet back in 2006, Isonoe visited
Ministry of Sound and upgraded the turntables in all rooms to Mk2 silicone feet. We are pleased to

http://www.myspace.com/soundsignature
http://www.loftparty.org/
file:///Users/brendaneish/%20W-S-T/Isonoe/older/custom-equipment.html


report that none of the rings on their isolation feet was damaged in any way, and they showed virtually
no signs of ageing.

 

Rare Rosner Bozak brought to Isonoe for ServicingRare Rosner Bozak brought to Isonoe for Servicing

Joel Martin of Quiet Village brought a rare silver Bozak CMA 10-2-DL to us. The mixer is the earliest
we've seen, using the BC107/BC177 transistor combination and possessing no effects loop.
Fortunately for Joel, it appears that the mixer was retrofitted by Rosner Sound in 1980, with ALPS
RK40 pots, a Grayhill rotary cue switch and new RCA jacks. Unfortunately, subsequent engineers who
worked on the mixer do not appear to have been of the same calibre, and it was non-functional, with
numerous faults, many of which were unusual and due to incorrect repairs. Isonoe restored the mixer
to factory specification. The mixer has been tested via a distortion analyser and performs flawlessly. It
appears to sound slightly different from the later DL and DLA-onwards models, although measures
identically in terms of noise floor.

Note that the mixer has not been over-restored, so as to preserve its patina. 
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Stop Press: February 2009Stop Press: February 2009

A new Custom Equipment page has been added to the site. First available item is the Linear-Regulated
Power Supply. It is built to order and available in versions to suit the UREi 1620 and Bozak CMA10-2-
DL / DLA / DLO / DLS / DLC mixer-preamplifiers. The low-noise / low-ripple power supply possesses
many times the filtering of the standard power supplies, eradicating the customary hum one
associates with these mixers, making them suitable for use with high-efficiency horn-loaded speakers
such as the Klipschorn.

You can see specifications and FFT plots on the newYou can see specifications and FFT plots on the new
Custom EquipmentCustom Equipment page. page.
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Mr Scruff takes Isonoe Equalisers to MatterMr Scruff takes Isonoe Equalisers to Matter

As part of his nationwide tour, Mr Scruff took over the main room at London's
prestigious new Matter nightclub in the O2 arena. Two different versions of Isonoe
equaliser were used, with one wired as an insert and one as a master. Mr Scruff and
his engineer realised a considerable improvement in sound quality by inserting the
Isonoe EQ at the mix buss, bypassing the mixer's IC-based class A/B output - using
the EQ's powerful, low-impedance, discrete class A balanced-output stage as a
master to drive the main system. All the engineers present commented on how
smooth and flattering the pure class A topologies sounded. The Isonoe equalisers are
of completely original design, contain no integrated circuits whatsoever, and possess
a genuine signal-to-noise ratio of over 100dB.

 

Harvey and Thirty Nine Hotel  install custom IsonoeHarvey and Thirty Nine Hotel  install custom Isonoe
Power SuppliesPower Supplies

file:///Users/brendaneish/%20W-S-T/Isonoe/older/images/Scruff@Matter.jpg


Due to the Klipschorn speakers used at Thirty Nine Hotel being around 14-18 dB more
efficient than conventional speakers, any noise or hum present in the signal chain is
amplified to a far greater degree than with a conventional speaker. On account of this
Harvey and the management @ Thirty Hotel decided to lower their UREi 1620's noise
floor by having a custom-made linear-regulated PSU designed and fitted by Isonoe.

Considering there were no items on the market that exactly met the criteria desired by
Harvey, a custom-made linear-regulated power supply was also built for Thirty Nine
Hotel's Technics turntables, putting 3 PSUs into one convenient 2U rack:

Isonoe's MD was flown over to Hawaii to oversee the installation of the bespoke
hardware:
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Matter equips all  rooms with Custom Isonoe FeetMatter equips all  rooms with Custom Isonoe Feet

The audio installation at Matter is on an unprecedented scale and is said to be one of
the most powerful, if not the most powerful sound systems in any UK nightclub. As
such, the turntables need optimum isolation from vibration. At a recent gig, whilst
Jazzanova were DJ-ing, such was the vibration generated by the rig, empty drinks
cartons could be seen 'dancing' around in the DJ booth... However, no feedback was
heard and the sound remained unaffected.

Visit Matter's site here: http://www.matterlondon.com

 

Cosmo has a complete refit  performed on herCosmo has a complete refit  performed on her
Bozak CMA10-2-DL.Bozak CMA10-2-DL.

Being the first mixer she purchased when living in New York many years ago, Cosmo
was adamant that her much-cherished mixer be refurbished by the best. After much
scrutiny and testimonies from other clients, Isonoe was employed to perform a full
rebuild to the mixer, including the installation of an external power supply, new ALPS
pots, ELNA RJH capacitors and recalibration. The decision was also made to bypass
the Balance controls - one that yielded benefits in terms of noise over a standard
mixer.

http://myspace.com/bitchesbrewcosmo
http://myspace.com/cosmodelica
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Stop Press: MK2 Silicone Cradle Upgrade Kits NowStop Press: MK2 Silicone Cradle Upgrade Kits Now
AvailableAvailable

An upgrade kit enabling MK1 Isolation Feet to be upgraded to the MK2 Silicone version
will be arriving at dealers by mid-November.

The kit contains a full set of silicone rubber cradle rings, a full set of stainless steel
machine screws, four longer centre bolts (black finish), four MK2 "ultra-high memory"
elastomer bushings, and an Allen Key to disassemble and reassemble each foot. 

Dimensional information and deflection chartDimensional information and deflection chart
added to the added to the TECHNICALTECHNICAL page. page.

 

EQ in Final  Stages of DevelopmentEQ in Final  Stages of Development

Development work has continued on the EQ. Since debuting the fully-discrete, solid-
state version last year, the designers have been working on a variety of updated
versions, both with discrete output-stages and dual-mono valve output-stages – the
current, believed final version, is on demonstration to trusted clients.
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Custom Class-A Phono Preamps for Mr ScruffCustom Class-A Phono Preamps for Mr Scruff

Mr Scruff revealed to Isonoe that he was looking for a set of preamps for quality-
critical transcription work in the studio and live DJ sets A set of 3 stereo preamps was
built and put into a robust, EMC-shielded rack case. An external linear-regulated power
supply for the preamps was supplied, ensuring the best possible noise performance.

The preamps use close-tolerance components throughout, and RIAA conformity was
measured at better than 0.1 dB across all frequencies. The preamps are, of course,
fully discrete / pure Class A, with military-spec passive components rated at 1%
tolerance or better.

The preamps have proven to be a big hit, entertaining 10,000 partygoers at the Big
Chill festival on their first public outing.

Note that the printed circuit board housing the low-level circuitry is encased in a steel
shielding enclosure to maximise noise performance.

DJ Shadow and Cut Chemist  go touring withDJ Shadow and Cut Chemist  go touring with
Isonoe FeetIsonoe Feet

DJ Shadow and Cut Chemist fit Isonoe Isolation Feet to their turntables, prior to
embarking on a special tour, starting at the Hollywood Bowl and ending at the Summer
Sonic festival in Japan. 

www.djshadow.com

www.cutchemist.com

file:///Users/brendaneish/%20W-S-T/Isonoe/older/images/SCRUFF%20PREAMP.jpg
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QBert  dazzles in PortugalQBert  dazzles in Portugal

QBert demonstrates his skill to an enthralled audience in Portugal, with all turntables
fitted with Isonoe Isolation Feet 
(many thanks to Miguel at Mk2Zone for the photo: www.mk2.pt )
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November  2006November  2006

Mr Scruff takes EQ touring.

Mr Scruff and Isonoe are currently working together to realise a custom version of the
EQ, designed specifically for Mr Scruff’s purposes. As well as general ‘sweetening’
duties, adding a touch of sub to a flat pressing or a touch of ‘air’ to a dull pressing, the
custom version will have centre-frequency options specifically designed to optimise
the playback of obscure Latin Jazz albums, where records can often sound somewhat
shrill in the upper-mid region.   

Erik Peel sets up new main US agency. Erik has many years of experience in pro-
audio, most recently as a vinyl cutting engineer, and as such, makes a perfect person
to handle technical enquiries. A website address for Erik’s new company will added to
the dealer page in the next few days.

http://www.mk2.pt/
file:///Users/brendaneish/%20W-S-T/Isonoe/older/images/Q2.jpg


October  2006October  2006

Harvey at 39 Hotel uses isolation feet

Ron Trent debuts the EQ at Fabric’s Birthday Party

As with any prototype, Fabric’s head engineer was reluctant to install any new piece of
hardware without the DJ’s full approval. Isonoe visited the club in the afternoon during
sound check and demonstrated the EQ to Ron. Within literally a few seconds of the
unit being switched in-circuit, Ron proclaimed that he liked the smooth sound imparted
by the fully discrete transistor / fully Class A unit and that it should be added to his



rack.

The unit can be seen here underneath the mixer rack (with the silver knobs).

September  2006September  2006

Having upgraded the anti-vibration isolation of room 1, Fabric’s head of Technical
Staff, Sanj Bhardwaj, turned his attention to room 2 in consultation with Isonoe.

It was decided that the original stainless steel tabletop was to be replaced and –
considering the success with room 1 – Isonoe suggested mounting Perspex slabs on
hemispheres made from Sorbothane in its place (supplied by Isonoe).

DJs have been impressed with the improvements made in room 2 and the new anti-
vibration setup enables the club to drive the newly-acquired amplification to its full
potential, without the DJ’s technique being hindered in any way.

August 2006August 2006

As part of ongoing system upgrades, ensuring the system remains at the absolute
cutting-edge of nightclub audio installations, Fabric London employ Isonoe to visit the
club, take vibration measurements via accelerometers and design a custom Isolation
System for the prestigious room 1 installation.

Fabric’s head Technical Engineer, Sanj Bhardwaj, assisted in taking FFT plots
illustrating vibration attenuation before and after installation of the customised
system. The results clearly illustrated as much as a 20dB improvement in attenuation
in the sub-100Hz region to what was already a well-designed-and-isolated DJ booth
made from dense hardwood.



Whilst onsite, Isonoe also assisted in checking the calibration and setting up of
Fabric’s turntables:

JulyJuly 20062006

Conrad from The Idjut Boys has his Bozak CMA 10-D-L mixer (previously owned by
Harvey) refurbished by Isonoe. All electrolytic capacitors replaced with ultra-low



impedance / ESR Black Gate. The mixer was tested via a distortion analyser and
subject to stringent listening evaluation in an acoustically-treated room. Sonically,
results have exceeded all expectations - engineers in the seventies could only have
dreamed of having access to capacitors as high-quality as Black Gate. All that have
heard the mixer agree that it is the best-sounding example they have witnessed.

June 2006June 2006

The state-of-the-art Womb club in Tokyo install Isonoe Isolation Feet. You can visit
their website here: http://www.womb.co.jp/

Modwright Instruments Inc. purchase several sets of Isolation Feet for use as an
optional extra on versions of their highly-acclaimed valve preamplifier:
http://www.modwright.com/

Chemical Records appointed as main agent for the Bristol UK area: visit their site

May  2006May  2006

After months of refinement, the finishing touches have been put to Mr Scruff’s three

http://www.womb.co.jp/
http://www.modwright.com/
http://www.chemical-records.co.uk/sc/servlet/Info?Track=ISOFEET&back=@Catalog?Category=EQ@All=True@FMT=Spares@ND=-1@Sort=LA


customised turntables.

Modifications include: Isonoe Isolation Feet with custom-machined adaptor mounts;
brand-new custom tonearm with tungsten counterweight; custom-machined-and-
plated arm mounting base; remotely-controlled custom outboard power-supply; heavy
internal Sorbothane lagging to damp chassis resonance.

 


